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Reliable
and Efficient
Skiving
Klingelnberg’s New
Tool and Machine
Concept allows for
Precise Production
Klingelnberg AG presents its latest
innovation, skiving. This newly developed tool system can be used on bevel
gear milling machines and allows for a
productive, stable and precise production process, particularly for internal
gears. Despite high productivity and
system-inherent accuracy, the breakthrough of skiving has been denied due
to the tool problem. The chip formation process in skiving is very complex
whereby large negative rake angles
and only very small clearance angles
arise during the process. The current tools, mostly cylindrical or conical solid carbide cutting wheels, have
no degree of freedom for the necessary optimization. In addition to high
machining forces, negative cutting
angles also consistently lead to excessive wear of the tools meaning that the
tool costs per component largely surpass the proportional machine costs.
Klingelnberg’s newly developed software shows the exact chipping conditions and therefore allows for a targeted optimization of the cutting geometry and the production movement.
The new stick blade tool system uses carbide technology which
has long been used for bevel gears.
“Skiving itself is in fact an ancient
concept. The key innovation hereby
lies in the use of stick blades and the
resulting design possibilities for the
cutting edge—a breakthrough in cut-

The new stick blade tool system uses carbide technology which has long been
used for bevel gears (All photos courtesy of Klingelnberg).

ting technology,” says Dr. Hartmuth
Müller, chief technical officer of
Klingelnberg. The stick blade has the
distinct advantage of offering optimal
cutting geometry through grinding.
This is a necessary condition for the
optimization of the chip formation process and therefore forms the basis for
the breakthrough of skiving. A stick
blade tool system also offers a wide
range of further advantages including
flexibility, optimized cutting geometry
and minimal use of carbide metal.
Using the known Oerlikon stick
blade grinding machine, the user can
cost-effectively produce the tool for
their own application within the shortest lead time and guarantees longer
tool life than those of a shaping cutter or a skiving tool. In a stick blade
tool, carbide is only used for the cutter
www.geartechnology.com

which therefore ensures a highly efficient use of resources.
The entire process is highly energy-efficient, productive and flexible.
In addition to the free design of the
tool, tooth flank modifications can also
be applied by superimposing additional movements during the skiving
process. These advantages in comparison to gear hobbing, gear shaping
or broaching are of particular importance for the production of internal
gears. A simple comparison of shaping
and skiving productivity shows that
skiving is up to ten times quicker and
offers a significantly longer tool life.
Although skiving is a machining
process using a defined cutting edge,
the surface qualities achieved are outstanding. Due to the very high fre-
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quency with which the cutting edges
move across the tooth flanks to be produced, a completely different surface
texture is achieved than, for example,
that of gear hobbing or shaping. In the
image, the movements of two successive cutters in the tooth space are displayed as blue tracks. The distance of

N E W S
these tracks is determined by the axial
feed rate with which the tool is moved
along the face width of the gear to be
produced. The cutting frequency is up
to ten times higher than that of gear
hobbing. As a result, a finer surface
texture is achieved without the hollows
created by gear hobbing or the grooves

Skiving can be executed on the
Oerlikon C29 and C50 bevel gear milling machines. These machines ensure
a highly-precise coupling of all movements which are necessary for skiving.

created by shaping and caused by tool
wear.
The incorporation of all these steps
along the process chain to form a continuous data network guarantees stable
and secure manufacturing processes.
For Klingelnberg this is a trusted and
globally approved approach within
the scope of the closed loop concept.
In order that the user is able to benefit from the same process security
for skiving as that for bevel gearing,
Klingelnberg has developed the closed
loop for skiving which also incorporates tool preparation operations.
Skiving can be executed on the
Oerlikon C29 and C50 bevel gear milling machines. These machines ensure
a highly-precise coupling of all movements which are necessary for skiving. The highly dynamic process also
requires a rigid machine design. The
vertical arrangement of the tool and
workpiece spindle offers particularly
favorable conditions for chip removal.
The C29 and C50 machine series meets
all conditions required for skiving.
12
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The EverExpanding
Spiral Bevel
Platform

Expanding market share in the spiral bevel gear segment poses many
challenges, particularly in quality requirements and new equipment
investment. If a manufacturer has any
hope to succeed, emphasis in these
areas is necessary. Companies like
continued

®

is a World Class manufacturer of high precision
machine tools and automation systems used in
high volume precision gear manufacturing.

Our products include:
Skiving is a machining process in
order to create periodic structures on
rotationally-symmetric parts.

Skiving is a machining process
in order to create periodic structures
on rotationally-symmetric parts, for
example, involute and non-involute
gear teeth and splines for both internal
and external components. The periodic
structures are created through a generating process. The kinematic basis
for this is the crossed axis helical gear.
The skiving principle was developed at
the beginning of the twentieth century
and patented in 1910 by the company
Pittler. Based on the target component
geometry, a meshing tool is designed
having a crossed axis with that of the
work piece at a predefined angle. The
cutting movement arises from the sliding component in direction of the face
width of the teeth of the tool and the
gap to be machined. This component
is determined by the angle between
the crossed axis, the size of the tool
and the rotation speed of the producing
gear transmission.

For more information:
Klingelnberg
1465 Woodland Drive
Saline, MI 48176
Phone: (734) 429-7225
www.klingelnberg.com

Twin spindle hobbing & chamfering machines
Vertical twin spindle hard turning machines.
Modular automation systems for loading
machine tools

Due to steady growth
in North America
we have immediate openings
for the following positions:
Mechanical Design Engineers:
We seek engineers who are experienced in designing
in AutoCad, and in windows based 3D/solids. Responsibilities will include application
or modification of standard Felsomat automation modules, tooling, fixtures, integrated automation systems, and maintaining project timelines and budgets. Position will be based in Schaumburg, Illinois.
Service Technicians – Electro-Mechanical:
The candidates we seek will have experience in installing, setting up, and tooling high precision
machine tools, performing acceptance tests, and machine operator training. Also important is the ability and experience to quickly and accurately diagnose electro-mechanical, pneumatic, or hydraulic
faults through a logical process of elimination. Position will be based in Schaumburg Illinois, and travel
throughout North America, or to Germany may be required.
Software Engineers:
We seek software engineers who are experienced in programming Siemens 840D CNC control
Systems, Siemens Step 7 PLC, and Seimens HMI programs. Our software engineers must also be
capable of diagnosing and correcting software faults. Industrial controls design experience is a plus.
Position will be based in Schaumburg Illinois, and travel throughout North America, or to Germany may
be required.
Additional consideration will be given to those candidates who have:

Experience in the Automotive Power Train and Drive Train industries.

German language skills.

We offer a competitive compensation package commensurate with experience
together with a comprehensive range of employee benefits.

Booth #239

®

Please send resume to:
Human Resources at Felsomat USA, Inc., 1700 N. Penny lane, Schaumburg, IL, 60173
or e-mail to hr@felsomat.com

www.geartechnology.com
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Vancouver Gear Works Ltd., Iwasa Western Canada. Originally founded to
Tech (Japan) and ATA Gears (Finland) provide aftermarket replacement parts
are committed to this market segment for the flourishing coastal marine indusand are all preparing for increasing try, the company has since branched out
demand in spiral bevel applications.
to other industries (oil and gas, forestry
VanGear Collaborates with Iwasa and mining) and has continued to develTech.
Vancouver
Gear is3/25/08
a provider
of PM opPage
into a1 specialty jobbing facility. Iwasa
Generic
Half Island
9:09
specialty gear manufacturing services in Tech began sending large bevel gear

Reliability begins
with a cup of coffee.

Relationships are built by taking the
time to sit down with you,
and discovering what keeps
you awake at night.
olonial isn’t typical in the
CBROACH
INDUSTRY- our main

focus is to establish customer
relationships that are a perfect fit
with our decades of service
providing broaching systems

to international companies looking for
experience and reliability.

The solutions we provide delivers the
highest quality in the world at a reliable
Lowest Cost Per Piece, GUARANTEED!
An industry first. What do you take
in your coffee?

Come see us
at the

Booth #939

EXPERIENCED • RELIABLE • INTERNATIONAL

United States • Canada • Mexico • 1-866-611-5119 • info@colonialtool.com • www.colonialtool.com
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sets milled by
CNC machining centers
in 2009. In
November
2010, the
company
o p e n e d
Iwasa Tech
USA Inc. in
Chicago and
Jim Mantei, vice presis t a r t e d i t s dent of business develw o r l d w i d e opment at Vancouver
s a l e s a n d Gear.
service by
spring of 2011 as an associate member
of AGMA.
For both companies, the biggest
challenge in 2011 will be to expand
the market share for large spiral
bevel gears above 1,200 mm PCD in
the worldwide market, according to
Yoshikazu Abe, president at Iwasa
Tech and chairman of the Japan Gear
Manufacturers Association (JGMA).
“We are in a position to supply
five-axis CNC hard finished milled
tooth profiles to very high quality levels, and we’re strategically aligning
ourselves with VanGear to penetrate
this market segment. In the meantime,
our sales office in Chicago is expected
to develop overseas sales of a variety
of gears in the worldwide market,”
Abe says.
Both Iwasa Tech and Vancouver
Gear have invested heavily in ISOcertified quality management systems
since spiral bevel gears are used in
applications
with these
stringent
high-quality
requirements
(Iwasa Tech
currently can
manufacture to a DIN
2–3 class or
AGMA Q
Yoshikazu Abe, presi- 14–15).
dent at Iwasa Tech.
Another
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area of focus is to minimize distortion during the carburizing heat treating process to provide consistent and
proper effective case depths. The tooth
finishing is done by five-axis CNC
milling, and extensive research utilizing the most suitable tooling and
optimized cutting gives the ability to
hard finish to a very high quality and
surface finish level.
Iwasa Tech has been manufacturing spiral bevel gears the traditional
way on a Klingelnberg spiral bevel
gear generator for many years. More
recently, the company invested heavily
in five-axis CNC machining technology for both spiral pinion shafts and
gears.
“Both Vancouver Gear and
Iwasa Tech are committed to continued investment in new equipment to
enhance our capabilities to provide
great customer service by reducing
lead times and providing customers
with viable options to the traditional
method of manufacturing spiral bevel
gears. We’ve had good success in Asia
and now want to offer this technology
to North America,” Abe says.
Pulverizers and cement crushers
for the power generation industry and
thrusters for the marine industry have
contributed to an increase in Iwasa’s
spiral bevel gear business in the past
few years, but the forecast for the
marine industry is a bit of a downward trend, as demand for new marine
vessels is slowing at the moment but
expected to rebound sharply next year.
In general, business is good. “We’ve
been growing at a rate of about five
percent per year over the past five
years and we expect this to continue
for the next few years,” Abe says.
Iwasa Tech and VanGear will be
exhibiting at Gear Expo 2011 with an
emphasis on its spiral bevel product line.
ATA Gears Preps for Spiral
Bevel Growth. ATA specializes in the
design, production and sale of customized spiral bevel gears for the vehicle,
heavy engineering and marine indus-

tries. The company’s main emphasis
is the continuous training of ATA
employees to meet the ever increasing quality requirements found in the
spiral bevel market. Currently, ATA
offers high-quality ground or skived
spiral bevel gears in the range of
2–120 inches.

“We work closely with leading universities and research institutes so that
we always have the latest knowledge
and know-how in the spiral bevel field,”
says Heikki Stranius, sales director at
ATA Gears. “Manufacturing methods
in gear cutting have developed dramaticontinued

Gear measurement solutions from
Carl Zeiss and Koepfer America
Carl Zeiss offers CMMs to measure both parallel axis and bevel
gears from the smallest gears used in microtechnologies up to
four meters in diameter. Koepfer America is a leader in parallel
axis gear manufacturing equipment sales, service and support
for North America. Together, we bring the best technology and
solutions to gear metrology.
PRISMO navigator with VAST scanning.
Available with rotary table as 4th axis.

Carl Zeiss
Industrial Metrology
(800) 327-9735
www.zeiss.com/metrology

KOEPFER AMERICA, LLC
(847) 931-4121
www.koepferamerica.com

www.geartechnology.com
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cally. The new five-axis machines offer
interesting possibilities to bevel gear
manufacturers.”
ATA Gears has always been in the
high end of spiral bevel gear business
where requirements and tolerances are
traditionally very tight, according to
Stranius. “Today, we pay a lot of atten-

N E W S 																	
tion to the topography and heat treatment of large size spiral bevel gears.
We invest an average of 10–15 percent of our turnover every year in new
machinery.”
ATA Gears opened a brand new
factory location in 2009, offering additional space of 50,000 square feet with

an investment plan to purchase $15
million in new equipment to increase
capacity (equipment includes gear
generators, CNC machining centers,
CMM checkers, etc.).
The company quickly recovered
from the recent economic slowdown
and is currently seeing improvements in all business sectors. “We see
increasing demand in the market for
high quality spiral bevel gears. With
the help of our latest and future investments, ATA is prepared for even more
growth in the next two to three years,”
Stranius adds. “Price competition is
one of the big challenges in the global
market. ATA Gears is striving hard
to meet price competition. We also
see that delivery performance must
improve in the future. We see growth
in all segments such as marine applications and other heavy-duty gear applications.”
Though the company will attend
two to three trade shows in Europe and
Asia this year, they have not decided
yet if they will be attending AGMA’s
Gear Expo.
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has invested in an advanced coarsepitch hob production cell to reduce
delivery time to as little as six weeks
on a full range of large roughing and
finishing hobs. The new hob cell, in
combination with lean manufacturing
methods, speeds production of coarsepitch hobs complete from barstock

N E W S

including on-site final inspection of
all critical hob features. The hob cell
has also enabled Gleason to expand
its product range to include hobs as
large as 450 mm in diameter, 530 mm
in length, and up to 40 module. This
product offering includes Gleason’s
continued

Reishauer is growing, we‘re looking
for the talent to grow with us!
Reishauer is a world leader of highly productive gear manufacturing
machine tools and factory automation solutions with their US headquarters located in the Chicago suburbs.

We are in search of qualified individuals
to fill the following positions:
For more information:
ATA Gears
P.O. BOX 120
FI-33101 Tampere, Finland
Phone: +(358) 3 2870 111
www.atagears.fi

Iwasa Tech
5-4 Shinkiba 4-Chome Koto-ku
Tokyo, Japan 136-0082
Phone: +(81) 3-3521-0103
www.iwasa-tech.com
Vancouver Gear Works, Ltd.
14551 Burrows Road
Richmond, B.C. V6V 1K9
Canada
Phone: (604) 278-31111
www.vangear.com

Service Technicians
Seeking individuals capable of installing and diagnosing/repairing
electrical/electronic, hydraulic and mechanical systems of sophisticated machines tools and material handling equipment. Travel
throughout the US, Canada and Mexico required. German speaking a
plus, salary and benefits commensurate with experience.
Application Engineer
Seeking individual with theoretical and practical knowledge of gear
manufacturing to interface with customers to establish machining
parameters, provide production estimates, tool life studies, determine
best suitable clamping means, work with suppliers to establish optimum
machine configuration and generate technical proposals. Hobbing experience an advantage. German speaking a plus, salary and benefits commensurate with experience.
Project Manager
Seeking individual to manage project resource allocation and project
staff, provide direction and support to project team, track deliverables,
monitor and report on progress of projects. In addition this individual
must also manage and implement changes and interventions to
achieve project output goals. Automotive project experience an advantage. German speaking a plus, salary and benefits commensurate with
experience.

Please send resume to:

Gleason
INVESTS IN
COARSE-PITCH HOB
PRODUCTION CELL

Booth #239

Human Resources at Reishauer Corporation
1525 Holmes Road, Elgin, Illinois, 60123 or
email to usa@reishauer.com.
Inquires call Dennis Richmond at
847.888.3828

			

In response to unprecedented global demand for large cylindrical gears,
Gleason Cutting Tools Corporation

Gear Grinding Technology
www.geartechnology.com
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popular E-Z Cut hob, which features
a unique flute design that adds extra
cutting edges and delivers rough cutting feed rates up to 70 percent faster
than conventional hobs. In addition,
the hob cell gives Gleason the ability
to produce the finishing hobs, ground

N E W S 																	
to AGMA Class AA classification
and with any desired profile or special
involute modification.

For more information:
Gleason Corporation
1000 University Avenue
Rochester, NY 14692
Phone: (585) 473-1000
www.gleason.com

Romer
LAUNCHES
NON-CONTACT
LASER SCANNER
Romer Inc., a brand of Hexagon
Metrology Inc, has announced the
launch of the CMS108, a high-precision, non-contact laser scanner available for their portable coordinate measuring machines. The newest option
in Romer’s laser scanning portfolio,
the CMS108, is the most adaptable
and adept at scanning a wide range
of materials with enhanced sensitivity to color and surface finishes. Its
improved accuracy makes it attractive
for inspection and reverse engineering applications where laser scanners
have been unable to meet tight tolerances. The CMS108 mounts with
a kinematic joint to the seven-axis
Romer portable CMMs, which include
the Absolute Arm SE and the Infinite
18
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in portable metrology.”
The CMS108 is currently available for the seven-axis Absolute Arm
SE with measuring ranges of 2, 2.5,
3, 3.5, 4 and 4.5 meters. The sensor
can also be added as an upgrade to
the seven-axis Infinite 2.0 SC Arm.

requirements could potentially benefit from this technology, typical users
include those in the automotive, aerospace, medical, rail and energy production industries. The addition of the
CMS108 to our lineup demonstrates
Hexagon Metrology’s commitment to
offering the customer unrivaled choice

continued

The quality and precision of our
Broaches, Shaper Cutters and Gears
have won customers world-wide from the smallest gear shop to
NASA and the Mars Rover.

& Shaper Cutter
• Broach
manufacturing & repair
& Spline—
• Gear
prototype to production
• Master Gears & Gages
• Small & fine pitch

Precision. Performance. Perfection.
The First time and every time.
ITY TOO
AL

LS
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2.0 SC Arm. The CMS108 is the
most precise laser scanner offered by
Romer, with an accuracy of 20 micronsthat is a 16 percent gain in accuracy
over previous scanning solutions. In
addition, the device was engineered
for applications with a wide variety
of color and surface finishes. Flying
dot technology allows the laser scanner to rapidly detect changes in color
and surfaces via their reflectivity. An
operator can scan traditionally difficult finishes, including shiny and mirrored surfaces, without making manual exposure adjustments. The laser
scanner can transition from matte
to shiny features without additional
calibration. With three different line
widths and differing point densities,
the CMS108 is able to perform inspection routines on small intricate parts
and large surfaces.
“The CMS108 is the perfect addition to our portable scanning portfolio,” states Eric Hollenbeck, Hexagon
Metrology’s product manager for portable products. “With versatility and
an exceptional data collection rate,
we now offer an incredibly accurate
scanner capable of inspecting different consecutive surfaces on the fly
with no adjustments. The CMS108
system integrates our industry-leading
Scanning System Specification which
specifies and calibrates the arm and
scanner as a single unit. Although any
organization with portable metrology

P PR ROODDU UCCT T NNE EWWS S

The B roach Masters, Inc.
&

SER

VIC

E

“DEDICATED TO EXCELLENCE”

1605 Industrial Drive
Auburn, CA 95603
Phone: (530) 885-1939
Fax: (530) 885-8157
Web: www.broachmasters.com
Email: info@broachmasters.com

www.geartechnology.com
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Both products are produced in the new,
state-of-the-art facility in Oceanside,
California.

For more information:

Hexagon Metrology, Inc.
North Kingstown, RI 02852
Phone: (800) 274-9433
www.hexagonmetrology.com
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C&B
Machinery
System
DOES THE WORK OF
THREE MACHINES

FOR DECADES
Fässler AG has been
considered to be the
world’s market leader
in honing technology.
Innovative, high-precision and sustainably
designed honing systems are developed in
real time regardless of
the complexity of requirements. Constant
movement is the creed
that is adhered to in
all the corporate divisions of Fässler AG.
Renowned
corporations on the world
market rely on honing
to Swiss perfection.
Cog by cog. Perfect to
the very last detail.

Faessler Corp. | 131 W. Layton Ave., Suite 308 | Milwaukee, WI 53207-5941 USA
www.faessler-usa.com | +1 414 769 0072
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C & B Machinery of Livonia,
Michigan has improved productivity and flexibility of their double-disc
non-coplanar connecting rod grinding
system, first introduced in 2009 for the
Chevrolet Volt 1.4 L auxiliary engine.
The first grinding system produced a
stepped connecting rod from a parallel (or coplanar) rod. The 1.4 L Chevy
Volt connecting rod has a 1.2 mm
symmetrically smaller crankshaft end
width, and both the pin and crank ends
of the rod are ground in one sequence.
At the time, the system was considered
the most advanced double-disc grinder
ever produced by C & B.
This latest system, recently shipped
to Eston Manufacturing Division of
Linamar Corporation, is grinding a 1.8
L connecting rod with a symmetrical
reduction of the pin end of 3.8 mm. As
before, the challenge was to produce
this part from a coplanar connecting
rod in one operation. Stock removal
from the pin end of the connecting rod
is 5 mm and stock removal from the
crank end is 1 mm. Previously, this
connecting rod required three grinding
operations to complete and the crank
and pin end were ground on two separate machines.
C & B’s application engineers
took the challenge to develop a
special tooling package and unique
two-stage grinding cycle, which first
rough grinds the pin end to a stock
condition equal to the crank end. It
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then finish grinds the crank and pin
ends of the connecting rod simultaneously. Grinding the crank and
pin ends at the same time produces
much better symmetry between the
two. Additionally, the grinder easily
exceeds Eston’s 1.67 Ppk requirements
for size, parallelism and flatness. The
grinding system also includes a post
process gaging system with automatic
feedback to the grinding wheel infeed
servos, providing automatic compensation for wheel wear. The gage also
inspects step relationship between the
crank and pin end faces.
The C & B model DG-2H-30/SA
Connecting Rod grinding system has
the ability to grind parallel parts, noncoplanar parts, pin end only or crank
end only configurations with very
simple changeover. This bodes well
for meeting today’s manufacturing
requirements—lower production rates,
better flexibility and a never-ending
demand for lower machining costs per
piece. With models utilizing up to 42"
diameter grinding wheels, large diesel
connecting rods can also be produced
in this manner.

For more information:
C & B Machinery
12001 Globe Street
Livonia, Michigan 48150
Phone: (734) 462-0600
www.cbmachinery.com

Mahr
Federal’s
MarForm
Series
GETS UPGRADES

P RE O
N
WD
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A
Better Way

The “NDG” Method

New Power
for your
Gear Measuring
&
Inspection
Systems
DBD-250 Ei

Mahr Federal will be featuring the new version of their successful MMQ 400 series, the MarForm
MMQ 400-2, at Quality Expo
2011, September 20–22, 2011, at
McCormick Place North, Chicago,
Illinois. Mahr Federal will occupy
booth # 600. The MarForm MMQ
400-2 integrates a new controller
which allows the measurement of surface finish parameters according to
ISO, ASME and JIS standards. With
dramatically increased speed and resolution, the MMQ400-2 samples data
with spacing as tight as 0.005 microns.
Benefits include reduced set-up and
cycle times, and cost savings from
using a single system for both form
and surface measurements.
The MarForm MMQ 400-2
Formtester was a ground up redesign
which delivers a machine that is more
robust, less sensitive to environmental influences, faster, more flexible
and more accurate than comparable
systems. The MMQ 400-2 offers an
impressive array of features, including extremely solid construction with
a generously dimensioned, reinforced
steel base. High-precision mechanical bearings for the rotary table eliminate the need for an air supply, and
all motors and electronic components have been thermally isolated to
enhance stability. Wherever possible,
homogeneous materials have been
used in construction to minimize the
www.geartechnology.com

TTi - 2000N

•

Fast & Accurate Gear Measurement from small manual loading
type for OPD to fully automated
large machines for large size
gears

•

User Friendly

USA Office
Tokyo Technical Instruments USA Inc.
297 Kinderkamack Rd., #133
Oradell, NJ 07649
Ph: 201-634-1700
Fax: 201-262-2187
Japan Headquarters
Tokyo Technical Instruments Inc.
Main Office Ph: +81-3-3726-4188
Factory Ph: +81-284-73-1733

See Details

www.tti-geartec.jp
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effects of thermal expansion.
The skidded probe roughness package for the MMQ 400-2 utilizes the
same diamond- tipped PHT stylus, as
is used on Mahr Federal’s popular PS1
and M300 surface finish machines,
and the same MarWin-based surface
finish software as the MarSurf XR 20.
The stylus is mounted opposite the
ruby-tipped form probe on the MMQ
400-2’s motorized T7W probe head.
The MMQ 400-2 automatically swivels the probe to apply the diamond
stylus, and changes from horizontal to
vertical measurement as needed, utilizing standard surface finish parameter
cut-off lengths. A skidless probe measuring option is also available utilizing
diamond-tipped styli that are directly
mounted to the T7W probe head.
Several versions of the MMQ
400-2 Formtester are available.
Options include: manual or motorized
center and tilt tables; vertical Z-axis
length of 350 mm, 500 mm or 900 mm
for long shafts; and horizontal X-axis
of 180 mm or 280 mm. All measuring axes are fully motorized. A selection of available probes—including the
T7W 360 degrees motorized bi-directional probe and the manual T20W
probe—further enhances measuring
flexibility.
Also on display at Mahr Federal’s
Quality Expo booth # 600 will be the
new MarCheck measuring and evaluation unit for Mahr’s high-precision
Linear 100 universal length measuring instrument, the new generation of
MarCal digital calipers and the new
Digimar 816 CL Height Gage, along
with a full range of other Mahr Federal
handheld gages and other dimensional
metrology products.

For more information:
Mahr Federal Inc.
1144 Eddy Street
Providence, RI 02905
Phone: (401) 784-3100
www.mahr.com
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Seco Tools
Inserts
DEBUT AT CANADIAN
MANUFACTURING
SHOW

Seco Tools will introduce new turning insert grades and chipbreaker inserts
within its exclusive Duratomic coating product line at the 2011 Canadian
Manufacturing Technology Show. The
company will occupy booth # 2726 at
the event, which takes place October
17–20 at the Direct Energy Centre in
Toronto.
Two new insert grades appearing
at the show are TK1001 and TK2001.
These are the latest additions to Seco’s
Duratomic family of turning and milling insert grades. Additionally, there
will be a large offering of geometries
and chipbreakers designed for the ISO
K10-K20 range of cast materials, such
as grey and ductile irons.

For more information:
Seco Tools
2805 Bellingham Drive
Troy, MI 48083
Phone: (248) 528-5444
www.secotools.com

